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Descriptive Summary

Title: Carol Timbers Fuller Collection

Dates: circa 1930-1980

Collection Number: F84

Creator/Collector: Fuller, Carol Timbers

Extent: 1 archival box and 1 folder

Repository: Harrison Memorial Library

Carmel-by-the-Sea, California 93921

Abstract: This collection contains booklets of poetry, other writings, and reproductions of photographs printed by the Carmel Press, Oliphant Press, and an unknown press, as well as information and legal documents relating to Carmel Press, drawings, and a book. Carol Timbers Fuller was the daughter of Howard Timbers, who owned the Carmel Press for 42 years. It operated from 1936-1982. In the early years of the press, it produced periodicals such as the Carmel Cymbal, Maston's Gazette, and the Pacific Weekly.

Language of Material: English

Access

Materials are open for research.

Publication Rights

The Henry Meade Local History Room, Harrison Memorial Library does not hold copyright to these items. Permission to publish must be obtained from the copyright holder by the user.

Preferred Citation

Carol Timbers Fuller Collection. Harrison Memorial Library

Acquisition Information

Donated by Carol Timbers Fuller

Biography/Administrative History

Carol Timbers Fuller was the daughter of Howard Timbers, who owned the Carmel Press for 42 years. It operated from 1936-1982. In the early years of the press, it produced periodicals such as the Carmel Cymbal, Maston's Gazette, and the Pacific Weekly.

Scope and Content of Collection

This collection contains booklets of poetry, other writings, and reproductions of photographs printed by the Carmel Press, Oliphant Press, and an unknown press, as well as information and legal documents relating to Carmel Press, drawings, and a book.

Indexing Terms

Publishers and publishing

Timbers, Howard

Carmel, Calif.